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Grade:

Title:  Shake Those

Week:  December 3-6

Source: Teachers Pay

Materials:  flipchart,

Teachers  Bv  MarlvDea  Music

nale  bells

MPG/Big  Idea:
MPG1:  Develop  skills  in  music  reading
MPG2:  Perform  with  musical  ex ression

State Standard:
9.1
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Enduring  Understandings:
1.  Music  reading  skills  provide the  basis for creating,  understanding  and  performing  music
2.  Makinq  expressive choices  personalizes  music

Essential  Questions:
1.  What is  music?
2.  How can  music be ex ressive?

Knowledge:
1.  Beat and  rhythm  are different
1.  Proper instrumental  skills will  create a  more  confident instrumentalist
1.  Music improvisation  and  composition  are creative outlets to take ownership of music

Skills:

Rhythm: Beat, Meter, Duration, Rhythmic
Patterns
1.  Demonstrate steady beat,  long/short and
simple  rhythmic patterns

Instrumental Skills
1.  Demonstrate various methods of playing
classroom  instruments

Innovation: Composition and Improvisation
1.  Create and/or improvise  rhythmic
accompaniments

Procedure:
1.  Learn the song  by rote
2.  Display the flipchart
3.  Look at the  rhythm  of measures  1-11,  Notice
there are three quarter notes then an eighth  note
pattern.
4.  Students will  rest on the quarter notes and  play
on the eighth  notes by tapping the  bells on their
handl
5.  On  measures  17-20 students will  switch  and

play on the quarter notes  by shaking the  bells in
front of them
6.  On  measures 25-28 students can  move their
bells in free-form  (improvisation)  according to the
lyrics
7.  For the remainder of the song,  students will
continue to follow the  rhythmic pattern
established  above
8,  Divide the class into two groups.
9.  Have one group sing the song while the other

erforms the rh hm  on  the  bells.



10.  Switch so all students have an  opportunity to
ractice  both

Assessment:
-performance task


